
Rhode	Island	Combined	Heat	&	Power	
Annual	Stakeholder	Meeting

Thursday, May 14, 2020
4:00-5:30 PM



4:00-4:05      Welcome & Introduction
Chris Powell, Energy Efficiency and Resource Management Council

4:05-4:10 CHP Industry Survey Results
Rachel Sholly, EERMC Consultant Team

4:10-4:20 RI Market Potential Study CHP Results
Sam Ross, EERMC Consultant Team

4:20-4:45 Overview of National Grid's CHP Program
Daniel Tukey & John Karlin, National Grid

4:45-5:00 CHP Financing Opportunities
Toby Ast, Rhode Island Infrastructure Bank (RIIB)

5:00-5:15      Case Study: Greater Lawrence Sanitary District 3.2 MW Biogas CHP
Richard Weare, Greater Lawrence Sanitary District

5:15-5:30 Additional Public Comment



About	the	EERMC

• Established in 2006 to oversee procurement of energy efficiency in Rhode 
Island and ensure all Rhode Island energy consumers get the maximum 
benefits from energy efficiency programs

• 15 members representing small & large business, market rate & low-income 
homeowners & renters, non-profit organizations, municipalities, environment, 
and energy regulation & law

• Responsibilities:
– Evaluate science and data to make informed recommendations to utilities
– Provide consistent, comprehensive and meaningful stakeholder involvement
– Monitor and evaluate energy efficiency programs
– Promote public awareness of energy efficiency programs and their benefits



Rhode	Island	Combined	Heat	&	Power	
Industry	Survey	Results

Presented By: EERMC Consultant Team
Date: May 14, 2020



Survey	Responses
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Q1: What is your role in the CHP industry?

n = 11
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Q2: To what extent do you feel each of these is a barrier to installing CHP 
in Rhode Island? (1 = lowest, 5 = highest)



Survey	Responses

Q3: Additional feedback on CHP barriers

• More awareness to customers

• Induction Micro CHP Interconnect with National Grid and 
11KV rules are crazy

• Need more data/ information on potential candidates to 
find them
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Q4: To what extent do you feel each of these is an opportunity to help 
address barriers and increase CHP implementation in Rhode Island? (1 = 

lowest, 5 = highest)
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Q5: Additional feedback on CHP opportunities

• The State of Rhode Island must understand that with CHP systems that are relatively small 
(less than 200 kW), the incentive programs needs to be less onerous compared to larger 
sites/ systems in the +500 kW to multi MW size range. While the incentives are great, often 
times the large effort required reduces the overall benefit to the site owner. Requiring a 
relatively small site to jump through the same hoops as a 2 MW site doesn't make a lot of 
sense. 

• CHP systems should qualify for a special CHP gas tariff in which the transportation for the gas 
to the system is subsidized by the electric utility, this is the case in CT & NY and it helps to 
level the playing field and improve CHP economics. Even allowing the gas utility to offer a 
lower CHP gas tariff would be a start. There is of course a societal benefit to CHP systems in 
reduced GHG emissions so the utility should be encouraged to do this.

• Induction Micro CHP from Lochinvar 

• National Grid is working as hard as they can to make the process more difficult
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Q6: Are there any modifications to National Grid’s CHP program that might encourage 
more projects in RI? Do you know of other efficiency programs models that might be 
useful to RI?

• Incentives & Less cost for interconnect upgrades to the existing NGrid system 

• A program based on the original Massachusetts design (fixed CHP incentive per kW installed) would be 
most helpful. 

• Several states have incentives in addition to utility incentive programs, see Maryland Energy Association 
CHP incentive, and Massachusetts AEC program. 

• New Jersey incentive program is massive for CHP and even better for Micro CHP. Interconnect is causing 
projects to sit for years with no allowance to run. 

• Micro Induction units have major potential 

• Perhaps a one-time boost to get projects over the finish line. Maine did that a couple of years ago. Also 
more types of on-going payments (ie - like the Mass DOER APS AEC program would be helpful)
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Q7: Would National Grid's RI CHP program benefit from an incentive 
structure that mirrors the Massachusetts offerings (incentive 
determined by kWh utilization rate/total system efficiency)?
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Q8: Please explain (why would or wouldn’t Grid RI benefit from adopting the 
MA incentive offering)
• Incentive threshold criteria are well defined to establish level of incentive 

• Many projects in MA would not happen without incentives 

• Again, this system is overly burdensome on smaller installation. 

• So long as the amount of money is the same it is not that important how it is administered (kWh 
production based vs. kW of installed cost), however the MA program is much more complex to 
administer because of this, and smaller projects a negatively impacted by high cost of metering 
systems. 

• For Micro CHP it is minimal. Large CHP yes 

• Look at NJ incentives for Mirco units 

• Mass incentive levels are much less than RI. Only the MA DOER APS AEC program makes up for it. 
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Q9: Are there any state-level policy changes that might encourage the 
implementation of more CHP projects in Rhode Island?
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Q10: Please explain (what additional state-level policy support 
might encourage more CHP projects in RI)
• There may be, but I am not aware of, policies that are barriers to CHP entry 

• Incentives 

• Lower natural gas rate/dedicated tariff for natural gas fueling CHP systems. 

• Fix interconnect process with all utility companies. 

• Require National Grid to upgrade the old 11kva network; if not, it will cost the building 
owner $250,000 in upgrades to install a cogen, per National Grid. 

• CHP is energy efficiency. Its often left behind with all renewables focus. CHP reduces 
twice the actual emissions of solar for half the price. We run all the time. 



THANK	YOU	FOR	YOUR	
FEEDBACK


